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If A is a ring with identity and G is the group of units of A, then G acts naturally on A’, the 
additive group of A, by left multiplication (the regular action) and by conjugation (the conjugate 
action). Clearly the set X of nonzero, nonunits of A is invariant under both actions. For XE X, 
let O(x) denote the orbit of x under the given action of G. G is half-fransitive on X if G is transitive 
on X or if O(x) is a finite set with cardinality greater than one for each x in X and jO(x)I = IO(y)1 
for all x and y in X. A characterization of those compact rings with identity for which G is half- 
transitive on X by the regular action is given. It is also shown that if A is a compact ring with 
identity such that G is half-transitive, but not transitive, on X by the conjugate action, then the 
characteristic of A is a prime p and 10(x)1 2 3 for all x in X. Moreover, A is a local ring if and 
only if (lO(x)l,p)= 1. 
1. Introduction and basic definitions 
Let A be a ring with identity, let G denote the group of units of A and let X denote 
the set of nonzero, nonunits of A. In this paper, we consider two natural group ac- 
tions on A+, the additive group of A, by G. We call the action, (g,a) -+g. a from 
G x A to A, the regular action and the action, (g, a) *gag-‘, the conjugate action 
or simply conjugation. Clearly, X is invariant under both actions. 
If f : G x X-t X is any group action on X, for each x in X we define the orbit O(x) 
of x by, O(x) = {f(g,x): g E G}. We also define the stabilizer of x by, Stab(x) = 
{g E G : f(g, x) =x} . G acts transitively on X if there is an x in X with O(x) =X. We 
say that G is half-transitive on X if G is transitive on X or IO(x)1 = IO(y)1 for all x 
and y in X and O(x) is a finite set having more than one element for each x in X 
[lo, p. 241. 
A ring A is a local ring provided that X U (0) is an ideal of A. In particular, if 
A is a local ring, then X U (0) is the unique maximal (right, left or two-sided) ideal 
ofA. 
If A is a ring, let J(A) denote the Jacobson radical of A. In case the ring involved 
is understood, we write J in place of J(A). Observe that if A is a local ring, then 
X U (0) is the Jacobson radical of A. 
A ring A is a topological ring if the mappings (x, y) --f x-y and (x, y) --f xy are con- 
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tinuous mappings from A XA into A. We assume here that all ring topologies are 
Hausdorff. 
In Section 2, we prove that if A is a compact ring with identity, then G is half- 
transitive on X by the regular action if and only if A is isomorphic to one of the 
following rings: 
(i) a finite field, 
(ii) Fx F where F is a finite field with more than two elements, 
(iii) the ring of 2 x 2 matrices over a finite field, 
(iv) a finite local ring R such that J2 = (0) and J is a one-dimensional (left) vec- 
tor space over R/J, or 
(v) a local ring R such that R/J is a finite field consisting of more than two 
elements and J2 = (0). 
In Section 3 we prove that if A is a compact ring with identity such that G is half- 
transitive, but not transitive, on X by conjugation, then the characteristic of A is 
a prime p and IO(x) 113 for all x in X. Moreover, A is a local ring if and only if 
(IO(x)I,p) = 1. Finally, in Section 4 we prove that if A is an infinite compact local 
ring with identity such that G acts half-transitively on X by the regular action, then 
for each x in X, I O(x) I =p” - 1 where p” = IA/J I. 
2. The regular action in a compact ring 
The first two lemmas have been proven in [3]. Since we will need the results later, 
we include the proofs for completeness. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a compact ring with identity, let G be the group of units in 
A and let X denote the set of nonzero, nonunits in A. Suppose f: GxA +A is a 
continuous group action on A. If X is invariant under f and X is the union offinitely 
many orbits of X, then A is a finite ring. 
Proof. If X= 0, then A is a compact division ring and hence discrete [8, Theorem 
lo]. Thus A is finite. So we may assume that X#0. As G is compact [l, Exercise 
12h, p. 1191 and f is continuous, O(x) is a closed subset of A for each x in X. Thus 
X is a closed subset of A and so G U (0) is an open subset of A. But X U (0) is 
open as well and thus (0) is open. Therefore, A is a discrete compact space. Conse- 
quently, A is a finite ring. 0 
Corollary. If A is a compact ring with identity and X is a finite union of orbits 
under the regular or conjugate action, then A is a finite ring. 
Proof. By [4,Theorem], the mapping g ~g -’ is continuous on G. Thus the con- 
jugate action is a continuous mapping from G x A to A. Obviously, the regular ac- 
tion is continuous. So the corollary follows from Lemma 2.1. 0 
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Lemma 2.2. Let A be a ring with identity such that Xf0. Suppose G acts on X by 
the regular action. Then G is transitive on X if and only if A is a local ring such 
that J2 = (0) and J is a one-dimensional (left) vector space over A/J. 
Proof. If G is transitive on X by the regular action, then there is an x in X with 
Gx=X.HenceX~Ax.Ifl~Ax,leta~Abesuchthatl=ax.Ifa~G,thenx~G, 
a contradiction. So aeX. Hence a=gx for some ge G and thus 1 = gx2. Conse- 
quently, x2~ G. But then XE G as well, a contradiction. Therefore, 1 @Ax. Thus 
Ax=X U (0). It follows that A is a local ring. Observe that if a, b EX, then ab =O. 
Indeed, if ab#O, then ab=gb for some ge G, that is, (a-g)b=O. As aE J, 
a-g E G. Thus b = 0, a contradiction. So J2 = (0). Finally, if a E J and a # 0, then 
Ga=J\{O}. S’ mce g is a unit in A if and only if g+ J is a unit in A/J and as 
J \ (0) = Ga, J is a one-dimensional left vector space over A/J. The proof of the 
converse is obvious. 
Lemma 2.3. Let A be a ring with identity. Suppose that G acts half-transitively on 
X by the regular action or that IO(x) l = l O(y) 1 = 1 for all x and y in X. Zf x is any 
nilpotent element of X, then x2 = 0. 
Proof. Let XEX and let n 2 2 be such that x” = 0 but x”-’ # 0. If G is transitive on 
X, then x2 = 0 by Lemma 2.2. We may therefore assume that each orbit is a finite 
set and that IO(x)1 = IO(y)1 for all y in X. In particular, IO(x)1 = 10(x”-‘)I and so 
) G/Stab(x)/ = 1 G/Stab(x”-‘)I [6, Theorem 1.10, p. 741. Moreover, Stab(x) C 
Stab(x”-‘). Consequently, Stab(x) = Stab(x”-I). In particular, 1 + XE Stab(x”-‘) = 
Stab(x). So x2=0. 
Lemma 2.4. Let A be a ring with identity such that G acts half-transitively on X 
by the regular action or IO(x) / = IO(y) I = 1 f or all x and y in X. Then J2 = (0). 
Proof. Once again it suffices to consider the case where each orbit is a finite set and 
IO(x)1 = IO(Y)1 for allxand yinX. Let XEJ\{O}. As (l+J)x~O(x),Jxis a finite 
left ideal of A. By Nakayama’s Lemma [7,p.412], there exists a positive integer n 
such that Jnx= (0). In particular, x”+l = 0 and so x2 = 0 by Lemma 2.3. Thus for 
all x and y in J, (x+ Y)~ = 0. Hence xy = -yx for all x and y in J. Suppose there exist 
x and y in J \ (0) with xy#O. Then yx#O. As Stab(x) c Stab(xy), the proof of Lem- 
ma 2.3 yields that Stab(x) = Stab(xy). Similarly, Stab(y) = Stab(yx). As xy = -yx, 
Stab(xy) = Stab(yx), that is, Stab(x) = Stab(y). But 1 +XE Stab(x). So (1 +x)y = y. 
Therefore, xy=O and hence J2 =O. 0 
Corollary. Let A be a local ring with identity such that G acts on X by the regular 
action and for each x in X, O(x) is a finite set. Then IO(x)1 = IO(y) I for all x and y 
in X if and only if J2 = (0). 
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Proof. If jO(x)l = jO( f or all x and y in X, J2 = (0) by Lemma 2.4. So suppose 
J2 = (0). Consider the mapping q9 : Gx -+ Gy defined by @(gx) = gy. @ is well defin- 
ed. Indeed, if g,x=g,x, then (gt -g,)x=O. Thus if x+0, gl -g2e J and hence 
(g, -g,)y=O. Similarly, @ is one to one. Thus JO(x)1 = IO(y)1 for all x and y in 
X. 0 
Theorem 2.5. Let A be a ring with identity and let G act on X by the regular action. 
Suppose that X#0. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) A is a local ring and G is half-transitive on X. 
(ii) Either G is transitive on X or J2 = (0) and A/J is a finite field containing 
more than 2 elements. 
Proof. Assume (i) holds and G is not transitive on X. By Lemma 2.4, J2= (0). 
Moreover, if XEX, then 1 + JC Stab(x). Suppose g E Stab(x). Then (g- 1)x= 0 and 
hence g E 1 + J. Thus for all x in X, Stab(x) = 1 + J. By assumption, each orbit is a 
finite set containing more than one element. As IO(x)] = ) G/l + J( and I(A/J)* / = 
1 G/l + JI, A/J is a finite division ring containing more than two elements. Hence 
A/J is a field by Wedderburn’s Theorem 16, p.4311. 
Now assume (ii) holds. If G is transitive on X, then A is a local ring by Lemma 
2.2. Suppose J2 = (0) and A/J is a finite field with more than two elements. Then 
A is a local ring. Since A/J is finite, j G/l + J) is a finite set. Moreover, 1 < ) G/l + J 1. 
Since J2 = (0), 1 + JC Stab(x) for all x in X. As IO(x)1 = 1 G/Stab(x)/ I / G/l + JI , 
O(x) is a finite set for each x in X. Hence by the corollary to Lemma 2.4, IO(x)1 = 
/O(y) j for all x and y in X. If IO(x)/ = 1, then Stab(x) = G. Thus for all g in G, 
(g-l)x=O.ButAisalocalringandhenceg~l+JforallginG.Thus IG/l+JI=l, 
a contradiction. So G is half-transitive on X. 0 
Lemma 2.6. Let A be the ring of 2 x 2 matrices over a finite field F. Then G is half- 
transitive on X with respect to the regular action. 
Proof. Let q = IFI. If XEX, then rank(x) = 1. Therefore Gx is either G( A i), 
G(h ;1) for some a#0 or G(i A). Now, (t: i)EStab((h i)) if and only if (t: ~)EG 
and (t: ;)(A :)=(A i). H ence, Stab((A ~))={(~ ;): z#O} and so /Stab((h :))I = 
q(q - 1). A similar computation yields that (Stab(( ,!, ;>>I = (Stab(( “0 A>>\ = q(q - 1) 
for all a in F. As 1 G I = (q* - 1)(q2 - q), 
lo(x), = (q2-l)(q2-q) 
4(4- 1) 
= q2-l > 1. 
Thus G acts half-transitively on X by the regular action. 0 
Theorem 2.7. Let A be a semisimple ring with identity and assume that G acts on 
X by the regular action. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a compact ring topology on A and 1 < I O(x) /= )0(y) / for all x and 
y in X. 
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(ii) Either A is a finite field, A is isomorphic to F x F where F is a finite field 
having more than two elements or A is isomorphic to the ring of 2 x 2 matrices over 
a finite field. 
Proof. Assume (i) holds. By Kaplansky’s structure theorem on compact rings [8, 
Theorem 161, the Wedderburn-Artin Theorem [7, p. 1711 and Wedderburn’s 
Theorem [6, p.4311, A is isomorphic to ncysn M, where each M, is the ring of 
n, x n, matrices over a finite field F,. Let G, denote the group of units in A4,. 
Since each M, is a finite ring and IO(x)1 = IO(y)1 for all x and y in X, each orbit of 
X is a finite set. Hence G acts half-transitively on X. By Lemma 2.3, if x is a nilpo- 
tent element of A, then x2 = 0. Thus for ail Q in /1, 15 n, I 2. 
Suppose there exists LY in /1 with na= 2. Then j/l 1 = 1. Indeed, if l/1 I ~2, let 
x = nYEii xY where x, = (A y) and xY = 0, for y z a. Then x is a nonzero, nonunit of 
n yen iMY and IO(x)1 = iG,i. Definey byy= n,,, yy wherey,=(z A) andy,=O, if 
y #a. Once again, y is a nonzero, nonunit of n,,, MY but lO( = qi- 1 where 
qa = IF, / . Hence JO(y)) # JO(x)/, a contradiction. 
Thus we may assume that n, = 1 for all a in A. Thus h4, = F, and if 1A4, I = 2 for 
some a in A, then M, is isomorphic to U(2). If //1/ 22, let x= flYE,, xY where 
x, = 1, and xY = 0, for y # a. Then JO(x)1 = 1, a contradiction. Thus l/1) = 1 and A 
is isomorphic to L/(2). We may therefore assume that for all a in /1, M, is a finite 
field containing more than two elements. 
We next show that l/1 ) 52. Indeed, if j/l ) > 2, let a and ,!3 be distinct elements of 
~anddefinexandybyx=n,,,x,wherex,=1,,xp=lpandx,=0,fory#cx,P 
andy= lYI,,, y,wherey,=l,andy,=O,fory#a.ThenI0(y)I=1~,I<:/~,II~~I= 
IO(x)), a contradiction. Thus A is isomorphic to a finite field For A is isomorphic 
to Fl x F2 where each Fi is a finite field. If iFI I # IF2 1, then as above, we may con- 
struct nonzero, nonunits x and y in F, x F2 such that I O(x) I + I O(y) 1, a contradiction. 
Now assume that (ii) holds. As each finite ring is compact for the discrete 
topology, A is a compact ring. By Lemma 2.6, if A is isomorphic to the ring of 2 x 2 
matrices over a finite field, then G acts half-transitively on X. So it suffices to con- 
sider the case when A is isomorphic to F x F where F is a finite field such that 
IFl>2. For simplicity, we may assume that A=FxF. Then X={(O,f): f#O}U 
{(JO): f#O)}. Thus for all x in X, IO(x)] = IFhI >l. 0 
Lemma 2.8. Let A be a ring with identity such that G is half-transitive on X by the 
regular action. If A is not a local ring an A/J contains a nontrivial idempotent, then 
G is a finite group. 
Proof. Since A is not a local ring, Gx is a finite set for each x in X and 1~ 
I Gxl = I Gyl for all x and y in X by Lemma 2.2. By Lemma 2.4, J2 = (0). Thus if 
i’e is a nontrivial idempotent in A/J, there exists a nontrivial idempotent e in A 
such that ef J= PO [5, Propositions 3 and 4, p. 541. Let IGel = n. Since G c Ge+ 
G(l -e), ICI 5 IGel IG(l-e)I =n2. 0 
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with identity such that G is half-transitive on X by the 
local ring and A/J contains a nontrivial idempotent, 
Proof. Let e be a nontrivial idempotent in A. By the proof of Lemma 2.8, 1 G 1 I n2 
wheren=/Gel.Sincel+J~G,Jisafiniteideal.LetIJ1=m.SupposeJ#(O).Then 
m>l and J\{O}=u~=, Gxifor somex,,x2,... ,x, E X where for i # j, Gx; n GXj = 
0. Hence m - 1 =m. Let XE J \ (0). By Lemma 2.4, J2 = (0) and consequently, 
l+JcStab(x). Thus m~IStabxl=IGI/jGxI’n<m, acontradiction. 0 
Theorem 2.10. Let A be a compact ring with identity. The following are equivalent: 
(1) G is half-transitive on X by the regular action. 






a finite field, 
F x F where F is a finite field with more than two elements, 
the ring of 2 x 2 matrices over a finite field, 
a local ring R such that J2 = (0) and R/J is a finite field consisting of 
more than two elements, or 
a finite local ring R such that J2 = (0) and J is a one-dimensional vector 
space over R/J. 
Proof. Assume (1) holds. By Kaplansky’s structure theorem on compact rings [8, 
Theorem 151, the Wedderburn-Artin Theorem [7, p. 1711 and Wedderburn’s 
Theorem [6, p.4311, A/J is isomorphic to n,,, M, where each !v& is the ring of 
n, x n, matrices over a finite field F, . If A is a local ring which is not a field, then 
A/J is a finite field since A/J is a compact ring. Thus by Theorem 2.5, either G is 
transitive on X or J2 = (0) and A/J is a finite field consisting of more than two 
elements. By the corollary to Lemma 2.1 and by Lemma 2.2, if G is transitive on 
X, then A is a finite local ring such that J2 = (0) and J is a one-dimensional vector 
space over A/J. If A is not a local ring, then A/J contains a nontrivial idempotent 
and hence J= (0) by Lemma 2.9. Consequently, (2) holds by Theorem 2.7. Theorems 
2.5 and 2.7 and Lemma 2.2 yield that (2) implies (1). 0 
Example 2.11. (i) Let k be a field of prime characteristic p. Let 
A= [(z fr): a,xek]. 
A is a local ring with respect to the usual addition and multiplication of matrices. 
Moreover, G is transitive on X by the regular action. If k is a finite field, then A 
is a compact ring. 
(ii) Let k be a 4 element field, say, k = (0, I, a, I+ a} and let K be the ring of for- 
mal power series over k. Define A by 
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A= : bek,xeK . 
Thus A is an infinite, compact local ring. Moreover, if x#O, then 0(( i 6)) = {(i ;), 
(; Y), ( z “~‘“)} under the regular action. So G is half-transitive but not transitive 
on X. 
We conclude this section by noting that in [2] we proved that if A is a ring with 
identity such that X#0, then jO(x)I = 1 for all x in X under the regular action if and 
only if G = {l} or A/J is isomorphic to Z/(2), J2 = (0), G = 1 + J and A is a com- 
mutative local ring. 
3. Conjugate action in a compact ring 
The following statement is essentially proven in [3]; however, for completeness, 
we include the proof here as well: 
Lemma 3.1. Let A be a compact ring with identity such that X#0. Let G act on 
X by conjugation. Suppose that 1 O(x) I> 1 for some x in X. Then G is transitive on 
X if and only if A is a finite local ring such that J2 = (0), J is a one-dimensional 
vector space over A/J and if ge G \ (1+ J) and XE X, then gxfxg. 
Proof. If G acts transitively on X by conjugation, then A is a finite ring by the cor- 
ollary to Lemma 2.1. Hence by [9, Proposition 1.31, every nonzero, nonunit of A 
is a left and right zero divisor. Thus AX U XA c X U { 01. Let x’ and y’ be elements 
of X such that x’y’=O. As 0(x/)=X, there is a g in G with y’=gx’g-‘. Then 
0 =x’gx’g-’ and hence (gx’)(gx’) = 0. Denote gx’ by x0. Then 0(x,) =X and conse- 
quently for all x in X, x2 = 0. Thus if a, b E X, then (a + b)4 = 0. So X U (0) is closed 
under addition. Hence by the previous observation, A is a finite local ring and 
J=X U (0). We next show that J2= (0). Let x and y be nonzero elements of J. 
Then there exist g, and g2 in G with x=g,xog;’ and y =g2xog;‘. If xy#O, then 
xog;‘g2xo#0. Hence (g~‘g2xo)(g;‘g2xo) #O, a contradiction. Therefore, J* = (0). 
Since A/J is a finite field [8, Theorem 161, there exists g in G with A/J= 
{J, l+J,g+J, . . . . gk+ J> where k + 1 is the order of g + J in the multiplicative 
group of A/J. Observe that J={0,xo,gxogk,g2x,&1, . . ..gkxog> and IJl= lA/JI. 
Therefore, J is a one-dimensional vector space over A/J. 
As~O(xo)~~1,Aisnotcommutative.Ifx,y~J,then(1+y)x=x(l+y)asJ2=(0). 
So for all g in 1 + J, XE J, gx=xg. Thus there exists go in G \ (1 + J) and x, in X 
with goxl #x,go. Now, as A/J is a finite field, there exists a prime p and a positive 
integer m such that IA/J1 =pm. Thus IAl =p*” and ICI =p”(p”- 1). If x is any 
element of X, then IO(x)1 = 1 G/Stab(x)1 by [6, Theorem 1.10, p. 741. So 
I Stab(x) 1 = p”(p” - ‘) 
pm-1 
=pm= Il+JI. 
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But 1 +Jc Stab(x). Thus for all x in X, Stab(x) = 1 +J and hence for all g in 
G \ (1 + J) and x in X, gxfxg. To prove the converse we simply note that for all 
x in X, Stab(x) = 1 + J and hence /O(x)1 =p”’ - 1 = /XI where IA \ JI =p”‘. 0 
Notice that if A is a compact ring with identity such that X # 0, G acts transitively 
on X by conjugation and IO(x)/ = 1 for all x in X, then x= -x for all x in X. Hence 
A is a finite local ring with 1JI = 2. Clearly, G acts transitively on X by the regular 
action and so by Lemma 2.2, IA I= 4. It follows easily that A is isomorphic to Z/(4) 
or to Z/(2)[x]/(x2). 
Lemma 3.2. Let A be an n x n matrix ring over a finite field F and let G act on X 
by conjugation. If IO(x)1 I 5 for all x in X, then n = 1. 
Proof. Let IFI =q. Then JG/ =(qn-l)(q”-q)...(q”-q”-l). Suppose that nr2. 
Let x= (,’ i) where I is the (n- 1) x (n - 1) identity matrix. We first compute 
I Stab(x)l. If g E G, then g E Stab(x) if and only if gx=xg. Hence 
Stab(x)= {lo r. e.1 : a..rF\lO$ 
where M is a nonsingular (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix over F. Thus 
JStab(x)l = (q”-’ - l)(q”-’ - q)...(qflP’ - q”-2)(q- 1). 
so 
IO(x)1 = )G/Stab(x)l = (q’iyyflP’ 2 (q+l)q”-’ 2 6, 
a contradiction. Thus n = 1. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let A be a compact ring with identity and let G act on X by conjuga- 
tion. Zf IO(x)1 =2 f or all x in X, then A/J is isomorphic to a product of finite fields. 
Proof. As before, A/J is isomorphic to n,,, M, where each M, is the ring of 
n, x n, matrices over a finite field F,. If J=X U {0}, then A is a local ring and 
hence A/J is a finite field. Otherwise, for each x in X \ J, jO(.Q 12 where O(Z) is 
the orbit of x + J in A/J by conjugation. Thus for each (Y E II and each nonzero, 
nonunit y in M,, lO( 15 2. Hence M, is a finite field for each cz in /1 by the 
previous lemma. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose A is a compact ring with identity and G acts on X by conjuga- 
tion. If I O(x)) = 2 f or all x in X, then A is a local ring and for all x in X, x2 = 0 and 
O(x) = {x, -x) . 
Proof. The assertion obviously holds if X= 0. Suppose that X# 0 and I O(x)1 = 2 for 
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all x in X. By Lemma 3.3, A/J is isomorphic to ]],En F, where each F, is a finite 
field. Suppose that l/1 12 2, that is, A is not a local ring. Then there exists a non- 
trivial idempotent R in A/J. Hence by [8, Theorems 8 and 14, Lemma 121, there ex- 
ists a nontrivial idempotent e in X such that e+J=x. Let gee G be such that 
O(e) = {e,goegil} and let y=goeg,‘. For gE G, the mapping z+gzg-’ from Xto X 
is injective. Hence g(e+y)g-’ =e+y for all g in G. Thus e+y@X as IO(x)\ =2 for 
all x in X. Suppose e+y=O, that is, e--y. Then e=e2=y2=(goeg~‘)(goeg~‘)= 
goe2g,’ =y, a contradiction. Therefore e+yE G. Let u =e+y. By the above, 
gu = ug for all g E G. Moreover, u -‘e + u-‘y = 1, that is, C’e + u-‘g,eg;’ = 1. Let 
x1 =u-‘e and let yi =gou-‘egil. Since gou=ugo, yl =K’g,egi’. Note also that 
0(x,) = {xiy, >. Now x1 + y1 = 1 and hence (xi + yi)xi =x1(x1 + yi). Therefore, xlyl = 
y,xi. Thus for all g in G, gy,xlg-l=gy,gP1gx,g-l=ylxl. As e+Jis not a unit in 
A/J, y, x1 + J is not a unit in A/J. Hence y,x, $ G. Moreover, by a previous argu- 
_ - 
ment, y,x, $X. Thus y, xi = 0. Now let x1 = xi + J and let yi =yl + J. Then yl xl = J. _- 
However, A/J is commutatitive and so xi = u;‘C=&u~‘Cg~ =_IJi . Notice that 
xi #J as e+ J is a nontrivial idempotent in A/J. Hence A/J contains a nonzero 
nilpotent element, namely xi. But this is impossible as A/J is isomorphic to a pro- 
duct of finite fields. Hence A must be a local ring. 
Let XE X. As above, if O(x) = {x, y}, then g(x+ y)g-’ =x+y for all g in G. Since 
A is a local ring, x+yeXU (0). But x+y$Xsince 1O(z)1=2 for all z in X. Hence 
O(x) = {x, -x}. Finally for g E G, gx2g-i = (gxg-‘)(gxg-‘) =x2 as gxg-’ E O(x). Once 
again, this implies that x2 = 0. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Let A be a compact ring with identity such that X#0. Let G act on 
X by conjugation. Zf IO(x) 1 = 2 f or all x in X, then J2 = (0) and IA/J I> 2. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, A is a local ring and x2 = 0 for all x in X. Thus for all x and 
y in J, (x+~)~=O. Hence xy= -yx. Suppose that there exist a and b in J with 
ab#O. Then (l+a)b#b(l+a). So O(b)={b,(l+a)b(l+a)-‘}. Hence by Lemma 
3.4, (l+a)b=-b(l+a). Thus b+ab=-b-ba=-b+ab and so b--b. Then 
O(b) = {b}, a contradiction. Therefore, J2 = (0). Now suppose that IA/J 1 = 2. Then 
2. 1, E J and hence 4. 1, = 0 as J2 = (0). If the characteristic of A is 2, then x= -x 
for all x in X and hence 10(x)( = 1 for all x in X, a contradiction. If the characteristic 
of A is 4, then 2. l,=-2.1,. But 2.1,~Xand hence 10(2.1A)I=l. Again we 
reach a contradiction. Therefore, IA/J I >2. 0 
Theorem 3.6. Let A be a compact ring with identity and let G act on X by conjuga- 
tion. Zf X+0, then there exists an x in X with IO(x)1 #2. 
Proof. If IO(x)1 =2 for all x in X, then A is a local ring such that J2= (0) and 
IA/J1 >2 by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5. Let g be a unit in A such that g+ J is a cyclic 
generator of the multiplicative group of A/J. Then g - 1 $ J and hence 1 -g E G. 
Furthermore, for all x in X, gx#xg. Indeed, if gx=xg, then IO(x)1 = 1 since each 
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gl E G is of the form, gt =gk+j for some nonnegative integer k and some Jo J. 
Thus gx= -xg for all x in X by Lemma 3.4. Hence (l-g)x=x-gx=x+xg for all 
x in X. On the other hand, (1 -g)x=-x(1-g) since if (l-g)x=x(l-g), then 
gx=xg. Therefore, xs xg = --x-t xg for all x in X, that is, x= -x for all x in X. By 
Lemma 3.4, IO(x)1 = 1 for all x in X, a contradiction. Thus there exists an x in X 
with IO(x)1 #2. 0 
Corollary. Zf A is a compact ring with identity such that G is half-transitive on X 
by conjugation but not transitive on X, then jO(x)I >2 for all x in X. 
Lemma 3.7. Let A be a compact ring with identity such that G is half-transitive on 
X but not transitive on X by conjugation. Then the center of A is a finite field and 
the characteristic of A is a prime p. 
Proof. Let Z(A) denote the center of A. As IO(x)1 >2 for each x in X by the cor- 
ollary to Theorem 3.1, Z(A) fl X = 0. Thus Z(A) \ (0) c G and so Z(A) is a compact 
division ring. Thus by [8, Theorem lo], Z(A) is finite and hence a field [6, p. 4311. 
Therefore, the characteristic of A is a prime p. q 
Definition 3.8. A ring A with identity is a primary ring if there is a positive integer 
n such that A/J is isomorphic to the ring of n x n matrices over a division ring. A 
is completely primary if A/J is a division ring [8, p. 1661. 
Lemma 3.9. Let A be a compact ring with identity such that G acts half-transi- 
tively, but not transitively, on X by conjugation. Let p be the characteristic of A. 
Zf (10(x)1, p) = 1 for some x in X, then A is a primary ring. 
Proof. If X=0, then A/J is a field. So assume X+0. By Kaplansky’s structure 
theorem, A/J is isomorphic to n,,, A4, where each M, is the ring of n,xn, 
matrices over a finite field F,. If l/11 > 1, then there is a nontrivial central idempo- 
tent X in A/J. Hence there exists a nontrivial idempotent e in A such that e+ J=K 
[8, Theorems 8 and 14, Lemma 121. As e#O and efl, eeX. Let gl,g2,...,gn_iE 
G be such that O(e) = {e, g,eg;’ ,...,gn_,eg;i,}. Then e=gjeg;’ (mod J) for 
i= 1,2 ,...,n-1. Henceforeachi, lliln-1, thereexistsx(i)in Jwithg,eg;‘= 
e+x(i). Let a=e+ Cli: gieg,yl =ne+ Cr_:x(i). If aEG, then neeG as well. But 
(n, p) = 1 and therefore, e E G, a contradiction. Thus, a E X U { 0). Since ga = ag for 
all g in G and I O(y) I> 1 for all y in X, a = 0. Thus ne E J and consequently, e E J. 
So K= e+ J= J, a contradiction. Therefore, l/1 1 = 1 and A is a primary ring. 0 
Lemma 3.10. Let A be a compact ring with identity such that G is half-transitive, 
but not transitive, on X by conjugation. Let the characteristic of A be p. Zf 
(IO(x) I, p) = 1 for some x in X, then A is a local ring. 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.9, A is a compact primary ring. Hence by [8, Theorem 181, 
A is an n x n matrix ring over a compact local ring for some positive integer n. 
Moreover, the proof of Theorem 18 yields that the ground local ring is given by 
EAE for some idempotent E in A, EAE/EJE is a finite field and A is isomorphic 
to the complete ring of linear transformations of the finite-dimensional left vector 
space EA over EAE. Let {E,, E2, . . . , E,} be a basis for EA over EAE. If n = 1, then 
A is a local ring. Suppose nr2. We first show that EAE is a finite ring. Let xeA 
be such that x(E,) = E, and X(Ei) = 0 for i> 1. Let a be any nonzero element of 
EAE. Let g E A be such that g(Ei) = Ei for i# 1,2 and g(aE, + El) = aEl + Ez . Then 
g E G and (g-‘xg) (E,) = El, (g-‘xg)(aE2 + E,) = aE, and for ir 3, (g-‘xg)(E;) = 0. 
Thus IO(x)1 L lEAE1 and hence EAE is a finite ring. By Lemma 3.7, p is a prime. 
As the characteristic of EAE is p as well, IEAE/EJE 1 =pk for some positive in- 
teger k. Let q=pk. The proof of 19, Proposition I.61 yields that JEAE) =pm for 
some positive integer m. Let G be the group of units in A/J. As g is a unit in A 
if and only if g+J is a unit in A/J, IGl=lGllJi. By [5, Theorem 3, p.111, 
J= (EJE), where (EJE), is the ring of n x IZ matrices over EJE. Therefore, (J( = 
(p’)“’ where p’= IEJE 1. Note that q = IEAE/EJE 1 =pm-‘. As EAE/EJE is a finite 
field and A/J is isomorphic to the set of n x n matrices over EAE/EJE, IC/ = 
(qn-l)(q”-q)~~~(q”-q”-l). Thus ICI =(q”-l)(q”-q)~~~(q”-q”-1)p”2’. Define 
x by x=(6!) where I is the (n-l)x(n--1) identity matrix. Then XEX. We 
will compute ) Stab(x)/. If g = (au) E G where au E EAE and gx =xg, then g = (i aon ) 
where B is an invertible (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix over EAE and arm is an invertible 
element of EAE. Thus 
JStab(x)l =(qn~1-1)~~~(q”-1-q”-2)(p’)(“-1)2(q-l)p’ 
and so 
Io(x)I = (q”-l)(q”-q)4q”-q”YP”2’ 
(qfl l - 1) . . . (q” - 1 - qn - 2)(p’)‘” - 1)2(q - Qp’ 
= w-1w-* 
(4-l) p 
2(n - l)/ 
. 
Therefore, if n 2 2, then (p, [0(x)1) # 1, a contradiction. Hence n = 1 and A is a local 
ring. 0 
Lemma 3.11. Let A be a compact local ring with identity such that G is half- 
transitive, but not transitive, on X by conjugation. If X ~0, then there is an x in 
X with 1 + J c Stab(x). 
Proof. Assume that for all x in X, 1 + J g Stab(x). By Lemma 3.7, the characteristic 
of A is a prime p. By [8, Theorem 8 and Lemma 91, A has a fundamental system 
{BA : A CA} of ideal neighborhoods of zero. 
Let N=l+J. For x in X, let O,(x)={gxg-‘: gEN) and let StabN(x)={gE 
N: gx=xg}. Then IN/Stab,(x)1 = 10,(x)1 I IO(x)/. Hence IN/Stab,(x)1 is finite 
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for each x in X. As N is a compact group and Stab,,,(x) is a closed subgroup of N, 
the above yields that Stab,(x) is open in N. But N is an open subgroup of G as A 
is a local ring. Consequently, for each x in X, Stab,(x) is open in A. 
For each x in X, let B, be an open ideal such that 1 + B, !Z Stab,(x). For each x 
in X, there exists a nonnegative integer m(x) such that IA/B,1 =p”@). Then 
IN/Stab,(x)1 =p ‘@) for some nonnegative integer k(x). If k(x) = 0 for some x, then 
1 + JC Stab(x). So assume that k(x) > 0 for all x in X. Fix XE X and let K= 
n YEo,V(x) Stab,(y). As ON(x) is finite, K is an open normal subgroup of N. Hence 
IN/K1 =p’ for some positive integer 1. Now we decompose N/K by its conjugate 
classes. For each y in J, let C(y) denote the conjugate class of (1 +y)K in N/K. Then 
IN/I4 
IC(Y)= ,Stab,(y),K, = IN/StabN(y)l =P k(y) . 
By assumption, for all y E J such that (1 +y)K#K, k(y)>O. But as N/K is a p- 
group, there exists yeJ such that (1 +y)K#K and (1 +y)K is in the center of N/K 
[6, Theorem 1.11, p. 7.51. For this y, ) C(y)/ = 1, a contradiction. Thus k(x) = 0 for 
some x in X. 0 
Theorem 3.12. Let A be a compact ring with identity such that X-+0. If G is half- 
transitive, but not transitive, on X by conjugation, then the characteristic of A is 
aprimep. Moreover, A is a local ring if and only if (p, 10(x)1) =1 for some x in X. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.7, the characteristic of A is prime. If (p, 10(x)1) =1 for some 
x in X, then A is a local ring by Lemma 3.10. Conversely, assume that A is a local 
ring. Then there exists x in X with 1 + J c Stab(x). Let m be a positive integer such 
that lA/.I =p*‘. Then 1 G/l + J1 =p”’ - 1. Since 
/G/l+JI 
‘o(x)’ = (Stab(x)/1 + J( ’ 
IO(x)1 is a factor ofp”-1. Hence (p,1O(x)1)=1. 0 
Lemma 3.13. Let A be the ring of n x n matrices over a finite field F. Let G act on 
X by conjugation. If IO(x) 1 = IO(y) / for all x and y in X, then n = 1. 
Proof. Let q=lFI, If X=0, then n=l. So assume X+0. As (O(x)1 =IO(y)l for 
all x and y in X, IO(x)1 divides /XI for all x in X. Now, /GI =(qn-l)(q”-q)**. 
(4”-qn-‘) and so 1x1 = qn2- IGI-1. As Xf0, n>l and so q divides ICI. Thus, 
in order to reach a contradiction, it suffices to show that q divides IO(x)1 for some 
x in X. Let x = (i i) where Z is the (n - 1) x (n - 1) identity matrix. The computation 
of IO(x)1 in the proof of Lemma 3.2 establishes that x is an element of X such that 
q divides 10(x)1. Hence X=0 and n= 1. q 
Theorem 3.14. Let A be a compact, semisimple ring with identity. Let G act on X 
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by conjugation. Then IO(x)1 = lO( y)l for all x and y in X if and only if A is isomor- 
phic to a product of finite fields. 
Proof. By Kaplansky’s structure theorem, A is isomorphic to nae,, A4, where 
each IV, is the ring of n, x n, matrices over a finite field F, . If IO(x) 1 = IO(y) 1 for 
all x and y in X, then 10(x,) ( = lO(y,) I for all nonzero, nonunits x, and ya in M, . 
Hence by the previous lemma, na= 1 for all x in /1. Conversely, if A is isomorphic 
to a product of finite fields, then IO(x)1 = 1 for all x in X. 0 
Actually, more can be said. In [3] we proved that if A is an arbitrary compact 
ring with identity and G acts on X by conjugation, then IO(x)1 = 1 for all x in X if 
and only if A is a commutative ring. 
We conclude with an example of a compact ring where G is half-transitive, but 
not transitive, on X by conjugation. 
Example 3.15. As in Example 2.1 l(ii), let k be a four element field, say k= 
(41, a, 1 + a}, and let K= k[[x]], the ring of formal power series over k in one 
variable. Let 
A= : bek,yeK . 
Then with respect to the usual matrix addition and multiplication, A becomes a 
compact local ring with identity, 
G= I(: 12)sA: ,,,I and X= I(: G): y+Ol. 
For any nonzero y in K, any z E K and any nonzero b in k, 
Thus G is half-transitive, but not transitive, on X by conjugation. 
4. Half-transitive group actions in a compact local ring 
The Schur-Zassenhaus Lemma states that if K and Q are finite groups of orders 
m and n, respectively, and if (m, n) = 1, then every extension G of K by Q splits over 
K [ll, Theorem 25, p. 1621. Furthermore, if K or Q is solvable, then any two 
representative groups of G over K are conjugate in G [ 11, Theorem 27, p. 1621. In 
this section, we will show that if A is a compact local ring with identity such that 
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J2 = (0), then G is a semi-direct product of subgroups K and I + J of G such that 
K is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of A/J. Moreover, if H is isomorphic 
to K, then there exists a g in G with gHg_r = K. 
Throughout this section, we assume that A is a compact local ring with identity 
and the action of G on X is the regular action. Then A/J is a finite field of order 
pk for some prime p and some positive integer k. Moreover, J is an open ideal of 
A. Let {B,: 2 e/1} be a system of ideal neighborhoods of zero in A. Such a fun- 
damental system exists by [8, Lemma 9, p. 1601. By the above observation, we may 
assume that J=Bi, for some &E/Z and for each A ~/1, B, C_ J. For each ,I l /1, 
A/B, is a finite local ring with identity and IA/B,/ =P”~ for some positive integer 
IZ~ with nn 2 k. Furthermore, lA/B2,/J,, 1 = IA/J 1 =p”. Therefore, as 1 G/l + J 1 = 
pk - 1, (I 1 + J/l + B, /, /G/l + JI) = 1 for all 1 in /1. Hence by the Schur-Zassenhaus 
Lemma [ll, Theorem 25, p. 1621, 
l-l+J/l+B,-tG/l+B,-G/l+J+l 
is a split exact sequence for all ,I in A. Let FA be a monomorphism of 1 + J/l + B, 
into G/l + B,. Note that since G/l + J is a finite cyclic group, then G/l + J is 
solvable. Hence any two subgroups of G/l + B, which are isomorphic to G/l + J 
are conjugate in G/l + BA [l 1, Theorem 27, p. 1621. 
Lemma 4.1. Let A be a compact local ring with identity such that J2 = (0). Then 
G contains an element whose order is 1 G/l + J 1. 
Proof. As the multiplicative group of A/J is cyclic, there exists a cyclic generator 
go of G/l + J. For each h in /1, let Fk be defined as above and let f-,(&) be that ele- 
ment of G such that F,(&)=f~(&)+ B,. Consider the net {fA(gO): ,I e/1} in G. 
Since G is compact, there exists an element g, in G and a subnet {_&(&,): ieE} of 
{~~(g,-,): A~fl} such that niEE B, = { 0) and {A(&): i E E} converges to go. Let 
m = 1 G/l + JI . Then for each i in E, fin’&,) E 1 + Bi. So 1 = limjEE f;m(go) =gr. Sup- 
pose 1 in < m. As the order of go is m, there exists an i in E with fl(go) $ 1 + B,. So 
g:# 1. Therefore, the order of go is m. 
Lemma 4.2. Let A be a compact local ring with identity and let go be an element 
of G whose order is I G/l + J 1. Let K be the cyclic subgroup of G generated by go. 
Then G=(l+J)K and (l+J)fIK={l}. 
Proof. Let {B,: A E A} be a fundamental system of ideal neighborhoods of zero 
for A such that B, c J for all A in /1. By the Schur-Zassenhaus Lemma [ll, 
Theorem 25, p. 1621, for each 1 in /1, G/l+B,,=(l+ J/l+B,). (K/l+B,) and 
(l+J/l+B,)n(K/l+B~)={l+B,}. Let x~(l+J)nK. If xfl, XE~, (l+B,)= 
{l}, a contradiction. Thus (1 + J) n K = {l}. Suppose there is a g in G with 
g $ (1 + J) . K. Then there exists A in /1 with g( 1 + B,) $ (1 + J/l + B,) . (K/l + B,), a 
contradiction. Thus G = (1 + J) . K. 0 
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Lemma 4.3. Let A be a compact local ring with identity and let m = 1 G/l + J 1. Sup- 
pose h and u are elements of G having order m. Then there exists g in G with 
ghg-’ = u. 
Proof. Let {B,: A en} be a fundamental system of ideal neighborhoods of zero in 
A. By [l 1, Theorem 27, p. 1621, for each A in /1, there exists gA in G with g,hg,’ = u 
(mod B,). Consider the set {gi: A e/1} in G. Let g be a cluster point of {g*: A c/1} 
and let (gi: i E E} be a subset of {gA: A E A} which converges to g. Since G is a 
topological group (see [4]), limlEE gihg;’ = u = ghg-‘. 0 
Theorem 4.4. Let A be a compact local ring with identity such that J2 = (0). Then 
there is a subgroup K of G such that K is isomorphic to the multiplicative group 
ofA/J, G=(l+J)~Kand(l+J)flK={l). Furthermore, ifHisasubgroupof G 
which is isomorphic to K, then there exists g in G such that gHg_’ = K. 
Proof. Combine Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. 0 
Theorem 4.5. Let A be an infinite compact local ring with identity and let IA/J 1 = 
p” where p is a prime and n is a positive integer. If G acts half-transitively on X 
by the regular action, then for each x in X, 1 O(x) 1 =pn - 1. 
Proof. First notice that as A is an infinite compact local ring, X#0. By Lemma 2.4, 
5’ = (0). By Theorem 4.4, there exists a subgroup K of G such that G = (1 + J) . K, 
K fl (1 + J) = {l} and K is isomorphic to G/l + J. As 1 + J is a normal subgroup of 
G, G=K(l+J). Thus for each x in X, Gx=K(l+J)x=Kx. Let k,,k,~K. If 
k,x= k,x for x in X, then k;‘k2 - 1 E J. Therefore, kc1k2 E (1 + J) fl K= {l} and 
hence k,=k,. Consequently, for x in X, IO(x)1 = lGxi= IKxl = IKI = IG/l+JI = 
p”-1. cl 
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